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The Lumina 21 is a climate controller for pig houses. The control computer is versatile and suitable for a wide range 

of climatic conditions. The control computer supports the following ventilation systems: 

 PowerFlow™ 

 EasyFlow™ 

 NatuFlow™ 

 CentralFlow™ 

Characteristics of the Lumina 21: 

 Completely computerized climate control based on the animals' lifecycle. 

 Animal management: registration of set up, delivery and animal mortality. 

 Control of external equipment using time clocks. Registration of consumption (e.g. gas or electricity) based on 

feedback information. 

 Extensive (and partially adjustable) alarm system, enabling immediate intervention if a process does not 

proceed as expected. 

 Including EasyFeed™ efficient control of simple dry feed installations. 

General 

 User-friendly user interface, graphic display (320 x 240 pixels), with variable menu. 

 Simple, direct operation of the most important climate and management data.  

 Access with optional password protection up to 3 different levels (normal user, advanced user and installer). 

 Alarm on i.e. temperature, RH, DSR feedback, power failure. 

 Totally 28 external alarm inputs, 4 central and 24 for compartments (1 per compartment). 

 Temperature differential signalling for giving a signal to an external automatic fire alarm system (AFAS). 

Climate per section 

Sensors 

 Room temperature measurement with maximum 2 room sensors and temperature setting in 0.1ºC. 

 Heating and cooling with maximum 2 sensors per control. These may be the same sensors as for ambient 

temperature, but also other sensors (i.e. floor heating).  

 1 RH measurement using 1 electronic RH sensor, setting in %. 

 1 pressure measurement using under pressure sensor, setting in Pa. 

 1 carbon dioxide measurement using CO2 sensor, setting in ppm (max. 5000ppm), or 

 1 ammonia measurement using NH3 sensor, setting in ppm (max. 100ppm). 
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Ventilation 

 Ventilation is calculated based on animal weight and the amount of animals m3/kg/hour or based on %.  

 Maximum 2 ventilation zones. 

 Ventilation control based on house temperature, with influence of high and low outside temperature and relative 

humidity. 

 Very extensive combi-table with 20 set points, 1 controllable group, 3 extra groups parallel to the first 

controllable group, 5 combi-relays, 1 inlet control (which can be used for 2 air inlets left/right), 1 extra inlet 

control and under pressure setting. 

Exhaust 

 Variable speed control for a controllable fan group (using I-fans, ITM or frequency controller) via the I/O 

Network or with analogue output, with or without RPM feedback of fan or airflow transmitter. 

 Additional switching of maximum 3 extra controllable fan groups, using the I/O Network or with analogue 

output, based on the same control value as the first group. With or without RPM feedback of fan or airflow 

transmitter. 

 Additional switching of maximum 5 ON/OFF fan groups, via relay. 

 Modulating ON/OFF fans. With modulating ventilation rotational switching of fans can be used. 

 Separate vortex damper control, using a settable factor and minimum position linked to the linear exhaust, or 

vortex damper control according to ProFlow or NatuFlow concept. 

Inlet control 

 2 inlet controls, (2 zones) for control of air inlets, valves or curtains, both using the same  setting. Air inlets can 

be corrected based on the temperature difference.  

 1 Extra inlet control. This can be used to control a summer inlet, tunnel or curtain. 

 Airmix ventilation control: fresh air will be automatically mixed with section air with an iFan.  

Heating 

4 Heating controls per section, ON/OFF, time modulating, analogue. Based on own sensor or room sensor and 

linked to the house temperature (ambient heating / zone heating) or based on own temperature setting (floor heating 

or creep heating). 

Cooling 

 1 cooling control per section, ON/OFF or time modulating. Based on own sensor or room sensor and linked to 

the house temperature, or based on own temperature setting. 

 If used as evaporative cooling (drip cooling), with time clock, minimum setting and P band. 

Management per section 

Curve 

One of 5 available climate curves can be chosen per section. 

Animal data 

Input of number of animals, deliveries and mortality with corresponding animal weights.  
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Time clock 

1 time clock per section with maximum 24 start and stop times. These time clocks can be used for various purposes. 

Without registration function.  

Feed clock 

1 EasyFeed™ feed clock per section to feed one type of feed 

 Maximum 8 start times 

 Maximum running time setting 

 Sensor input to determine whether a feed line is filled 

 Archived values (one week) of feed line run times 

 Alarm on maximum run time, filling sensor (delayed) and manual stop 

Registration 

 2 registration groups per section, for example, for water consumption. 

 Archived values (one week) of, for example, temperatures, RH, etc., including minimum and maximum values. 

Central functions 

Outside conditions 

Connection of weather station (outside temperature, outside RH, wind direction and wind speed). 

Curve 

 5 curves are available. 1of these curves can be selected per section. 

 The following settings can be entered in a curve (maximum 20 setpoints): 

 Day number 

 House temperature 

 Extra temperature (for example, for heating) 

 Required RH 

 Animal weight 

 Minimum ventilation (in m3/animal/hour) 

 Maximum ventilation (in %) 

Central ventilation control 

 4 central ventilation controls which can be used for central exhaust or air inlet controls.    Sections can be 

assigned to one central exhaust and one central air inlet control.  

 The central ventilation controls are based on combi-settings, comparable to the combi-control of the section 

ventilation. 

 Central controls based on highest section demand with optional correction and monitoring on negative 

pressure. 

 Using FNet maximum 1 central ventilation demand can be transmitted. 
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Central heating control 

 4 Pre-controls for central heating control. Per pre-control 6 boilers can be controlled based on a heating line 

and heat demand. 

 Using FNet a maximum of two central heat demands are transmitted. 

Time clocks 

4 central time clocks with maximum 24 start and stop times. These time clocks can be used for various purposes. 

They have no registration function. 

Feed clock 

4 central EasyFeed™ feed clocks to feed one single feed type 

 Maximum 8 start times 

 Maximum running time setting 

 Sensor input to determine whether a feed line is filled 

 Archived values (one week) of feed line run times 

 Alarm on maximum run time, filling sensor (delayed) and manual stop 

Registration 

4 central registration groups, for example, for water consumption. 
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FDP45 

Mains voltage 90Vac – 264Vac 

Mains frequency 50/60Hz 

Maximum power consumption 45VA 

IOB.4  

Power available for sensors and peripheral equipment 

24Vdc (short circuit resistant) max. 500mA 

12Vdc, short circuit resistant max. 70mA 

4x analog outputs (AO) 

Voltage range 0-10Vdc 

Maximum load 1mA 

Output resistance 570 

4x analog inputs (AI) 

Types selectable via Jumper resistance or voltage 

Resistance:  Temperature range sensor type S.7 -50C to +110C 

 - accuracy (-25C to +100C) <0.5C 

 - accuracy (0C to +60C) <0.2C 

 Measuring range for position feedback 0-20k 

Voltage:  Measuring range (input resistance 100k 0-10Vdc 

 Accuracy +/- 15mVdc 

4x Digital inputs (DI) 

Open contact voltage 12Vdc 

Low level <1.0Vdc 

Application: Counter input, min. pulse width 25mSec max. frequency 20Hz 

Application: Frequency input max. frequency 5kHz 

5 Digital outputs (Relays) 

Relays 1, 2, 3 (make & break contact) and 4: voltage free max. 2A 60Vdc/30Vac 

Relay 5 (alarm relay): voltage free max. 2A 60Vdc/30Vac 

Extra digital outputs (DO) 

Connection for optional relay (FRM.8 print). 

Communication 

I/O-Net for extra inputs and outputs using I/O-modules. 

FNet, Fancom network for intercommunication of control computers and PC connection. 

Housing  

Plastic housing with screw-on lid IP54 

Dimensions (l×w×h) 300×360×140mm 

Weight (unpacked) 3.0kg 

Ambient climate 

Operating temperature range 0C to +40C 

Storage temperature range –10C to 50C 

Relative humidity < 95%, uncondensed 

 


